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Method for receiving digital audio data

The invention pertains to a method for receiving digital audio data with a diversity receiver,

which has at least two antennas and at least one receiving channel which can be switched

from one antenna to another antenna; it also contains a diversity receiving device with at

least two antennas to receive the radio signal and at least one receiving channel, in which a

switching unit is provided, with which the receiving channel can be switched from one

antenna to another antenna, each according to the preamble of Claims 1 and 6 .

The invention therefore contains a (type) antenna-diversity receiver, which can be used,

especially in professional, digital wireless microphone systems. Such systems are used for

stage microphones in the areas of tour sound, installed sound and broadcast and must

satisfy high receiving robustness, very limited latency, high audio quality and audio

transmission as free of interruption as possible. In order to guarantee a radio link that

accounts for these requirements, two or more receiving antennas are generally used in such

systems and the transmitted audio data are coded with an error tolerances method. Coding

can then be conceived, so that individual bit errors are inaudible in the foreground or are

made inaudible by error-correcting methods. In each case, reliable bit-error recognition is

necessary in such systems, which monitors the audio quality at each time of the

transmission. The RF receiving quality at the receiver is also continuously determined and

the most favorable antenna selected for the receiving channel according to receiving quality.

In order to be able to determine continuously at each time which receiving quality of an

antenna prevails at the current receiving frequency, it is necessary to demodulate the

received signal of each antenna, which would require a separate receiving unit per antenna

and receiving frequency.

The US 5,697,075 A discloses a diversity apparatus for a global positioning system having

two antennas with corresponding signal paths. The antenna of each signal path is directly

coupled to the input of a low noise amplifier (LNA) supplied by a voltage source. Variable

signal level attenuators in form of pin-diodes are provided downwards in the signal paths

which subsequently are combined to a common data line. A capacitor is connected between

the connection of the LNA voltage source to the signal path and the variable signal level

attenuator. The output signal of each LNA is transferred to a coupling line connected to a



selector providing in dependence of the signal level of each signal path an appropriate

current to the pin-diode, in order to disconnect the signal path having a low level from the

common data line.

The actual receiver part comprising a filter, a base frequency generator, an amplifier and a

demodulator is provided within the common data line for decoding the signal transferred

from one of the two antennas. The disadvantage of such a system consists in a high power

consumption of the diversity part of the receiving system. The circuit design of each signal

path makes it necessary to provide two power supplies, one stationary supply for the LNA

and one variable supply for the pin-diode. The necessary amount of electronic components

and the high power consumption makes this diversity receiver a high cost product.

In other prior art antenna diversity receivers for professional wireless systems the RF signals

coming from two antennas are directly switched (without amplifying) in dependence of the

RF-level and/or the gradient of the signal strength of the actual antenna. However, this

increases the noise figure of the receiver caused by the attenuation of the antenna switch

(being especially a problem in analogue transmitting systems).

In a wireless radio transmission the quality of a transmitted low frequency signal has to be

kept as good as possible, that means that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) has to be as high

as possible. For professional wireless systems it is a big benefit, if a diversity system can be

used. With a diversity system the negative influences on the transmitted audio-quality

caused by the RF-signal fading effects (dropouts) during the movement of the actor can be

reduced or even avoided. This is the reason why professional wireless systems have

diversity systems for their receiver installed.

Generally two kinds of diversity systems are known from prior art:

Firstly, systems often denoted by "true diversity": From the technical point of view the best

diversity system is the "true diversity", where two identical signal paths are realized each of

them having a complete diversity part and a complete receiver part. In dependence of the

RF-level (indicated by the Receiver-Signal-Strength-Indicator (RSSI) of the demodulator) the



demodulated audio signal with the higher RF-level is used. The disadvantages for this kind

of system are

increased bill of material,

increased amount of necessary components and their

- power consumption.

(These drawbacks are in contradiction to the requirements for mobile receivers which should

be as small as possible and where the battery life time should be as long as possible.)

Secondly, the so called "antenna diversity" is known: The two signal paths with the antennas

are combined to a common path having one RF receiver. In dependence of the changing

RSSI-signal (or if the RF/RSSI-level falls below a defined threshold) the active antenna will

be changed under use of a semiconductor-switch (pin-diode). The advantage of this system

obviously is the low price, because only one RF module is necessary. The disadvantages

are:

not all dropouts can be avoided (this is highly independent of the algorithm which is used

to make a prediction of the estimated RF level situation of the second antenna),

the commonly used PIN-diode switches need additional current-consumption (bad for

the battery life time of mobile receivers) and this PIN-diode switches cause additional

attenuation which increases the noise figure of the receiver (sensitivity and acting-range

decreases).

Examples of various kinds of diversity systems are given in the following prior art

documents. US 6,871 ,054 B2 discloses a two antenna diversity system by controlling bias

voltages on pin-diodes. By increasing the reverse bias voltage impressed upon a pin-diode,

an RF signal impressed upon the diode is increasingly attenuated. Downwards the pin-

diodes the two signal paths are combined to a common line towards a receiver. Similar

systems based on the same principle are known from block diagrams of JP 2 305 234, JP

2001 326593, JP 6 1 073 437 and JP 10 163 941.

From figures of JP 8 107 306 a diversity antenna pattern included in the glass of vehicles is

known, the system using pin-diodes as switching elements. A similar vehicle antenna is

illustrated in the figures of JP 2 062 13 1 , also using a pin-diode as switching element.



DE 2 318 260 discloses a diversity system having two antennas and corresponding signal

paths having controllable amplifiers and being combined to a common line using pin-diodes.

DE 3536826 A 1 discloses a diversity antenna for mobile radio devices, having two antennas

and a switch allowing to choose between the signals of the two antennas.

US 7,1 16,952 B2 discloses a diversity system having switches combining the output signals

of several band filters connected in the signal path of an antenna. A LNA is provided for

each switch thus maximizing costs and energy consumption.

DE 601 11 765 T2 discloses a wireless communication system having multiple transmission

modes, in order to receive radio signals from desired senders, but to exclude signals from

noise sources thereby using a plurality of antennas. However, this document does not

contain any disclosure regarding to antenna circuits.

DE 20 2006 007 918 U 1 discloses a receiver system comprising a plurality of antennas and

a weighting means weighting and combining the individual antenna signals, in order to

achieve an optimized performance of the transmitted signal. This system is very complicated

due to its components since it needs a high capacity weighting processor as well as large

code memories.

A special type of power supply of the signal level attenuator connected after the

corresponding antenna in an antenna-diversity receiver is disclosed by WO 2008/074343.

US 2006/0067442 A 1 discloses an antenna-diversity system with two antennas and a

receiving channel, which can be switched via a switch from one antenna to another antenna.

Switching to the other antenna occurs when stipulated criteria or threshold values

concerning signal quality are reached. A diversity-judgment unit decides, as a function of

signal intensity (determination of RSSI level) and the bit-error rate (BER), whether it is more

favorable to switch to the other antenna. If the corresponding criteria for switching are met,

the diversity-judgment unit controls a switch, via which the receiving channel can be

alternately connected to one of the two antennas. The signal demodulated in the receiving



channel represents a data stream during digital audio transmission which is organized in

periodic transmission frames. A transmission frame, i.e., a defined data stream section,

then consists of a preamble, the useful data (payload) and a so-called guard interval. The

information contained in the preamble serves for synchronization of the transmitting signal

with the receiver, the useful data contain the actual audio data, together with control and

information data of the digital radio link, and can also have redundancy to recognize and

correct bit errors during transmission. The guard interval, in which no audio information is

transmitted, serves as blanking interval in order to be able to determine in real time the

receiving intensity of the other antenna for a short time without audio interruption. Without

this guard interval, it is not possible in an antenna-diversity system to switch to the other

receiving antenna without undesired or audible interruptions in the audio stream.

This drawback cannot be made up in latency-critical radio applications, as in wireless stage

engineering, even with error-correcting methods (forward error correction). The durations of

an antenna switching process, measurement of the receiving field intensity on the other

antenna and switching back to the original antenna, cannot be performed by bit error-

correcting methods without keeping the audio transmission latency low and to an extent

tolerable for use. Moreover, this is also not possible if the transmission quality is poor and

error-correction of the system is already burdened with correcting bit errors in the

transmission channel and provides a reduced time head room for antenna switching.

Switching to another antenna without additional measures, therefore becomes noticeable in

an audio signal as a disturbance, e.g., crackling.

DE 3 926 336 A 1 discloses an antenna-diversity receiving system for mobile reception of

television signals with several antenna inputs, with a diversity processor, also with several

inputs, and with a downline television receiver. A time gate circuit is contained in the

diversity processor, which is opened by the horizontal synchronization pulse during the

horizontal blanking time and switches the video signal to the signal quality evaluation circuit.

An output signal corresponding to the signal quality of the video signal is generated there,

which is fed to a control circuit, which supplies a new antenna signal or a linear combination

derived from the antenna signals to the television receiver via an antenna combiner. This

receiving system functions on a purely analog basis. The problems that occur in digital

switching, on the other hand, are entirely different.



EP O 521 123 B2 discloses an antenna-diversity receiving system, in which several

antennas can be joined via an antenna distributor with several channels (video signal, audio

signal on the right, audio signal on the left, UKW). Each channel can be tapped

independently of the other channel on each antenna. This again is exclusively analog signal

processing to avoid reception disturbances.

An antenna-diversity receiver is also disclosed in US 2007/0019764 A1, or in US

2007/0168819 A1, whose object is a digital microphone.

The drawback of the prior art results from the fact that in the time interval of the guard

interval and the antenna switching points defined with it, in which switching can be carried

out without interrupting the audio, the receiving quality on the current antenna can already

be strongly reduced from the preceding switching point. This can occur through the

generally poor receiving situation, for example, the transmitter situated at the limit of the

receiving range, or a dropout occurs. Consequently, undesired or unpleasant noise or brief

but recordable interruption of the audio signal can occur for the listener. This drawback

cannot be eliminated, in principle, and only an attempt made to keep its effect as limited as

possible. This is possible by keeping the frame length as small as possible and therefore

increasing the frequency of the switching points. One expedient which however, runs

counter to this is to maximize the throughput rate of the useful data. In digital, professional

wireless microphony, the data transmission rate actually represents one of the largest

technical challenges. The audio quality required by users should exceed that of the analog

system, in which case the transmitting bandwidth permitted from regulations may scarcely

surpass that of the analog systems. The transmission channel therefore comes up against

the limits of spectral efficiency of digital transmission methods, which forces the

manufacturers to design the useful data rates as high as possible, without accepting

deteriorations in receiving sensitivity, i.e., with the same transmitter-to-receiver range. The

invention improves the prior art to the extent that the frame length of the useful data need

not be shortened in order to guarantee audio transmission as free of interruptions as

possible and therefore produce useful data rates that come close to the maximum useful

data rate of a true diversity system. For professional digital audio wireless systems, the

known systems described above are therefore scarcely suitable.



The invention sets itself the objective of overcoming the problems occurring in the prior art

and providing a diversity-receiving unit, in which switching to another antenna is not audible

in the audio signal itself, and transmission errors prior to the switching process are not

recordable for the listener.

These objectives are achieved with the method of the type just mentioned, in that dropout

concealment is carried out in the receiving channel when receiving disorders occur, in which

case dropout concealment uses audio signal parts before the disturbance and/or after the

disturbance to synthesize a concealment signal, and that the receiving channel is switched

to another antenna as a function of whether the dropout concealment is activated, according

to the characterizing parts of Claims 1 and 6.

A new criterion for switching of the antenna is activation of dropout concealment, if, instead

of the transmitted original signal, a concealment signal is switched to the output of the

receiving channel. Since the concealment signal is synthesized, starting from an intact

audio signal, in which both signal fractions before the disturbance and signal fractions after

the disturbance can be incorporated, the transition and the period in which the concealment

signal is switched is not recordable as a disturbance. The fact that signal fractions after the

disturbance can also be used becomes possible by adding an additional latency for the

entire system.

In the time, in which the concealment signal is active, a switch to the other antenna can be

carried out and then the original signal released on the receiving channel with sufficient

receiving quality on the other antenna without interruption.

The difference of error-correction and error-concealment lies in the fact that during error-

concealment, no additional redundancy need be added to the original audio signal during

source-coding in the transmitter before transmission. The rate of the useful data is therefore

at maximum. The restored audio signal is obtained from statistical dependences of the

audio material before and after receiving dropout, as described further below. Overblending

of the original data with the concealment data and the reverse can also be imagined during

concealment of antenna switching.



Switching to another antenna occurs in one variant of the invention during the concealment

process, therefore at a time, at which the transmitted (defective) signal is no longer present

at the output of the receiving channel, but already the synthesized concealment signal.

Switching has no effects on the output signal, since the artificially created concealment

signal is only replaced after switching by the signal from the now new antenna.

In a particularly practicable variant, the digital data stream contains so-called guard

intervals. These are intervals in which no audio signals are transmitted. Switching to

another antenna occurs within the guard interval so that no disturbances for the user are

audible here either.

The invention is further explained below with reference to the drawing. In the drawing

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a diversity-receiving unit according to the

invention,

Fig. 2 shows a flow chart of the method according to the invention,

Fig. 3 shows a schematic block diagram, including the switching matrix, for two antennas

and four receiving channels,

Fig. 4a shows the basic principle of dropout concealment,

Fig. 4b shows a data stream with periodic guard intervals, in which no audio information is

transmitted,

Fig. 5 shows the principle of dropout concealment according to the publication: Goodman et

al., "Waveform Substitution Techniques for Recovering Missing Speech Segments in Packet

Voice Communications" IEEE Transactions on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing,

VOL. ASSP-34, No. 6, December 1986,

Fig. 6 shows a schematic representation of the transmission chain according to the

invention,

Fig. 7 shows a detailed block diagram of the dropout concealment of the invention for a two-

channel system,

Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of a multi-channel arrangement of, for example eight

channels,



Fig. 9 shows a flowchart of the entire invention, consisting of the estimation of the spectral

filter, the determination of the time delay between the channels, as well as the weighted

superposition of all channels in order to generate the substitution signal, and

Fig. 10 shows the layout of the device according to the invention for dropout concealment

that is to be integrated into each channel of the multi-channel arrangement.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a diversity-receiving device with several antennas 100a to

100e, which are connected via switching matrix 200 to receiving channels 110a to 110e.

Each receiving channel includes a receiver front end 300 (which serves for preamplification,

filtering and metering), a demodulator 400 (demodulates the carrier frequency), a channel

decoder 600 (assigns analog signal shape bits) and an audio decoder 700 (here decoding

and/or decompression of the audio files occurs). If the transmitted signals are always free of

disturbances, these components would be sufficient to guarantee corresponding receiving

quality.

Since disturbances (loss of received data) occur in reality, which, in many cases, are caused

by fading (destructive multipath propagation, dropout), measures must be taken to minimize

transmission errors and make them inaudible. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the signal

intensity of the modulated signal (for example, quantify by the RSSI level) is determined.

The signal emerging from channel decoder 600 is checked in a bit error rate (BER)

measurement unit with respect to bit error rate. It is also possible for the channel decoder to

assume this task and furnish the information via the BER. If the RSSI level falls short of a

predefined threshold value and/or the bit error rate surpasses a predefined threshold value,

the dropout concealment is activated and a concealment signal is synthesized and placed

on the receiving channel. This is fed to the audio decoder 700, at whose output the

concealment signal is now present instead of the transmitted signal.

The switching matrix 200 is controlled by switching logic 500. It uses the information bit

error rate of the BER measurement unit 900, and optionally the level of the signal (RSSI)

from demodulator 400, in order to switch the optimal antenna to the receiving unit.

According to the invention, depending on whether concealment (dropout concealment unit

1000) was activated, a switch is made to another antenna. Fig. 2 shows a corresponding



flowchart. As soon as dropout concealment is reactivated, the switching logic 500 begins to

seek the optimal antenna again. With this method, now one no longer relies on the guard

interval (Fig. 4b) to wait and only then carryout switching. Instead, during use of dropout

concealment, a reaction can occur at any time and a change made to a better antenna. If

the bit error rate in the newly selected antenna is of good quality beforehand, it waits to the

next guard interval until switching logic 500 becomes active again.

Owing to the fact switching can be carried out between antennas while dropout concealment

is active, i.e., during the audio data blocks (payload, Fig. 4b), it is no longer necessary, in

principle, to introduce guard intervals into the data stream. Because of this, more audio data

per unit time can be transmitted. Another variant can provide that guard intervals are

present, but much shorter than in the prior art. If it was necessary to have a guard interval in

the prior art, during which one switched to another antenna, and if this antenna has even

poorer reception, can switch back again, it is possible through the invention to make the

guard interval so short that only one switching process to another antenna is sufficient

[necessary]. A switching process occurring before or after can then occur during dropout

concealment activity. For example, switching to another antenna during dropout

concealment activity could occur and switching back from this antenna to the original

antenna in the subsequent guard interval. With the present invention, not only transmission

quality can therefore be improved, but also the audio data transmitted per unit time can be

increased.

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of a variant of an antenna switching matrix. This antenna

switching matrix is laid out for two antennas, but can be expandable to three or more

antennas. Overall, there are four receiving channels per antenna, each of which is

branched by a power splitter.

The signal of each antenna is divided to the signal paths according to the number of

receiving channels. There, the optimal antenna is switched to the corresponding receiving

channel with multiplexers (for example, pin diode switches, common in HF technology).

Only one diode of a diode pair D11 - D21; D12 - D22; D13 - D23; D14 - D24 is always

active. In the general case with N antennas and M receivers, M-1 power splitters with 2

outputs per antenna are required (with about log_2(M) consecutive arrangements). And M



HF multiplexers with N inputs, i.e., MxN diode switches. These switches are controlled by M

" 1 of N" decoders, in which only one of the D1x, D2x, D3x, ..., DMx diodes is active.

Dropout concealment could occur as follows: A standard method is described, for example,

in the publication: Goodman et al., "Waveform Substitution Techniques for Recovering

Missing Speech Segments in Packet Voice Communications", IEEE Transactions on

Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, VOL. ASSP-34, No. 6, December 1986. The

content of this document is entirely included in this description by reference.

The basis of the method sketched in Fig. 4a and 5 is period estimation, in which the period

of the audio signal is estimated and the audio signal then continued from the past.

For this purpose, right before dropout of the audio signal (referred to as active frame in

Fig. 4a), the so-called template is taken from the signal cutout and sought in the past (period

estimation). The signal after the template equivalent is copied from the past and inserted

forward to mask the signal dropout.

The template is compared with the past alternatively, for example, by the following formulas:

Autocorrelation:

τ )

or: Average magnitude difference function (AMDF)

or: Difference functions (Goodman, et al., 1986):



Another possible example of dropout concealment methods is described further below, in

which it is also disclosed in WO2008/067834, and whose contents are included entirely in

this description by reference.

The methods described below can be applied, both to an individual channel, and also in the

sense of the multichannel concealment described further below. In the latter case, the

information of the adjacent channels would be used in order to mask the signal of one

channel. In this case, the channels would no longer be independent from each other, at least

during concealment. This multichannel dropout concealment could be implemented with a

diversity-receiving unit according to Fig. 3. The four channels shown here correspond to the

multichannel arrangement of the following description.

The preferred but not only area of application is within the overall system of a multi-channel

(optionally wireless) transmission of digital audio data. The entire structure of a transmission

chain is depicted in Fig. 6 and typically comprises the following stages for one channel:

Signal source 1, e.g. a sensor for recording signals (microphone), analog-digital converter 2



(ADC), optional signal compression and coding on the transmitter side, transmitter 3,

transmission channel, receiver 4, concealment module 5 . At the output of the concealment

module 5 , the audio signal is available in digital form -further signal processing units can be

connected directly, for example a pre-amp, equalizer, etc.

The proposed concealment method is independent of the transmitter/receiver unit as well as

the source coding and acts solely on the receiver side (receiver-based technique). It can

therefore be integrated flexibly as an independent module into any transmission path. In

some transmission systems (e.g. digital audio streaming), different concealment strategies

are implemented simultaneously. While the application shown in Fig. 6 does not provide for

any further concealment units, a combination with alternative technologies is possible.

The following application scenarios are provided exemplarily:

a) In concert events and stage installations, multi-channel arrangements range from

stereo recordings to different variations of surround recordings (e.g. OCT Surround,

Decca Tree, Hamasaki Square, etc.) potentially supported by different forms of spot

microphones. Especially with main microphone setups, the signals of the individual

channels are comprised of similar components whose particular composition is often

quite non-stationary. For example, a dropout in one main microphone channel can

be concealed according to the present invention introducing little or no latency.

b) Multi-channel audio transmission in studios prodeeds at different physical layers (e.g.

optical fiber waveguides, AES-EBU, CAT5), and dropouts can occur for various

reasons, for example due to loss of synchronization, which must be prevented or

concealed especially in critical applications such as, for example, in the transmission

operations of a radio station. Here, too, the concealment method according to the

invention can be used as a safety unit with a low processing latency.

c) While audio transmission in the internet is less delay-sensitive than the

abovementioned areas, transmission errors occur more frequently, resulting in an

increased degradation of the perceptual audio quality. The inventive concealment

method offers an improvement of the quality of service.

d) The method according to the invention can also be used in the framework of a

spatially distributed, immersive musical performance, i.e. in the implementation of a

collaborative concert of musicians that are separated spatially from each other. In



this case, the ultra-low latency processing strategy of proposed algorithm benefits

the system's overall delay.

The invention is not restricted to the following embodiment. It is merely intended to explain

the inventive principle and to illustrate one possible implementation. In the following, the

dropout concealment method is described for one channel afflicted with dropouts. If

transmission errors occur in more than one channel of the multi-channel arrangement, the

system can easily be expanded.

The following terminology is used in the description: The channel afflicted with dropouts is

defined as target channel or signal. The replica (estimation) of this signal that is to be

generated during dropout periods is referred to as replacement signal. At least one

substitution channel is required for the computation of the replacement signal. The proposed

algorithm is composed of two parts. Computations of the first part are carried out

permanently, whereas the second part is only activated in the case of a dropout in the target

channel. During error-free transmission, the coefficients of a linear-phase FIR (finite impulse

response) filter of length L
Flher

are permanently being estimated in the frequency domain.

The required information is provided by the optionally non-linearly distorted and optionally

time-averaged short-term magnitude spectra of the target and substitution channel. This

new type of filter computation disregards any phase information and thus, differs

fundamentally from the correlation-dependent adaptive filters.

Selection of the substitution channel or substitution channels

Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of the multi-channel dropout concealment method for a target

signal xz and a substitution signal xs . The individual steps of the method are each

indicated by a box containing a reference symbol and denoted in the subsequent table:

6 Transformation into a spectral representation

7 Determination of the envelope of the magnitude spectra

8 Non-linear distortion (optional)

9 Time-averaging (optional)

10 Calculation of the filter coefficients



11 Time-averaging of the filter coefficients (optional)

12 Transformation into the time domain with windowing

13 Transformation into the frequency domain (optional)

14 Filtering of the substitution signal respectively in time or frequency domain

15 Estimation of the complex coherence function or GXPSD

16 Time-averaging (optional)

17 Estimation of the GCC and maximum detection in the time domain

18 Determination of the time delay ∆ r

19 Implementation of the time delay ∆ r (optional)

In this example, the transition between target and replacement signal is indicated by a

switch 20. A detailed explanation of the individual steps of the method is given in the

following description.

The correct selection of a substitution channel depends on the similarity between the

substitution and target signal. This correlation can be determined by estimating the cross-

correlation or coherence. (See explanations on coherence and on generalized cross-power

spectral density (GXPSD) at the end of the specification.) According to the invention, the

(GXPSD) is proposed as potential selection strategy. The complex coherence function

r zs is used as particular example in embodiments 1 to 9 . (A total of K channels are

observed, the channel x0 (n\ being designated as the target channel xz («).):

1. For the target channel xz (n\, the Jth channel is defined as a substitution signal by

the optionally time-averaged coherence function ZSj (k) between the channels

X1 ( , with \ < j < K - \ and the target channel xs ( = Xj , whose frequency-

averaged value of the complex coherence function, χ j ) — zs (/c) has a
N k=o

maximum value according to: J = argmax ) .

2 . Alternatively, a fixed allocation can be established between the channels in advance

if the user (e.g. a sound engineer) knows the characteristics of the individual



channels (according to the selected recording method) and hence their joint signal

information.

3 . Likewise, several channels can be summed to one substitution channel, optionally

in a weighted manner. This weighted combination can be set up by the user a priori.

4 . In an alternative realization, the superposition of several channels to one

substitution channel is carried out on the basis of broadband coherence ratios to the

target channel by: xs (n) = =falsel .

Herein, xs (n ) denotes the substitution channel composed of the

channels^ I n-A τ , and z(j) represents the frequency-averaged coherence

function between the target channel xz n\ and the corresponding

channel* (n- ∆ r . The time delay between the selected channel pairs is

considered by ∆ τ (c.f. section "Estimation of the time delay between target and

substitution channel"). The validity of the potential signals is verified incorporating the

status bit .

5. A simplification of 4. is proposed that considers a pre-selected set of channels '

rather than all available channels j . The weighted sum is built using / y - The

pre-selection is intended to yield channels whose frequency-averaged coherence

function exceed a prescribed threshold Θ :

6. Furthermore, a maximum number of M channels (with preferably M = 2K 5) can

be established as a criterion, according to:

={ |(i < , < :-i) (i < < ) [ ( ) > ^(/),v/e{i, κ ,/:-i}\{7 Pκ , }]J.

7. A joint implementation of both constraints 5 . and 6. is also possible:

r ≤ ≤ K-l) Λ(l ≤ i≤ M) Λ(χ ( )>Θ)Λ[χ ( ,) >χ (l),yi e{l,K ,K I) ,jM} -



8 . Alternatively, the selection can be carried out separately for different frequency

bands, i.e. in each band the "optimal" substitution channel is determined on the

basis of the coherence function, the respective band pass signals are filtered using

the method according to the invention, optionally in a time-delayed manner (c.f.

"Estimation of the time delay between target and substitution channel"), superposed

and used as a replacement signal. In so doing, the same criteria apply as in 1. , 4.,

5., 6. and 7., though the frequency-independent function r W must be

implemented instead of the frequency-averaged function z(j)

9. Several substitution channels can also be selected. In this case, the processing is

carried out separately for each channel, i.e. several replacement signals are

generated. These are weighted according to their coherence function, combined

and inserted into the dropout.

Generally, the functions used in 1. to 9 . are time-varying, thus a mathematically exact

notation must consider the time dependency by a (block) index m . To simplify the

formulations, m has been omitted.

Calculation during error-free transmission

The computation during error-free transmission is performed in frequency domain, thus in a

first step an appropriate short-term transformation is necessary, resulting in a block-oriented

algorithm that requires a buffering of target and substitution signal. Preferably, the block size

should be aligned to the coding format. The estimation of the envelopes of the magnitude

spectra of target and substitution signal are used to determine the magnitude response of

the concealment filter. The exact narrow-band magnitude spectra of the two signals are not

relevant, rather broad-band approximations are sufficient, optionally time-averaged and/or

non-linearily distorted by a logarithmic or power function. The estimation of the spectral

envelopes can be implemented in various ways. The most efficient possibility concerning

computational efficiency is the short-term DFT with short block length, i.e. the spectral

resolution is low. A signal block is multiplied by a window function (e.g. Hanning), subjected

to the DFT, the magnitude of the short-term DFT is optionally distorted non-linearly and

subsequently time-averaged.



Further implementations:

o Wavelet transformation (as is described in Daubechies I.; "Ten Lectures on

Wavelets"; Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics; Capital City Press, ISBN

0-89871-274-2, 1992. The entire disclosure of this printed publication is incorporated

into this specification by virtue of reference) with optional subsequent time-averaging

of the optionally non-linear distortion of the absolute values of the wavelet

transformation.

o Gammatone filter bank (as described in lrino T., Patterson R.D.; "A compressive

gammachirp auditory filter for both physiological and psychophysical date"; J.

Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, pp. 2008-2022, 2001. The entire disclosure of this

printed publication is incorporated into this specification by virtue of reference) with

subsequent formation of the signal envelopes of the individual subbands, optionally

followed by a non-linear distortion.

o Linear prediction (as described in Haykin S.; "Adaptive Filter Theory"; Prentice Hall

Inc.; Englewood Cliffs; ISBN 0-13-048434-2, 2002. The entire disclosure of this

printed publication is incorporated into this specification by virtue of reference) with

subsequent sampling of the magnitude of the spectral envelopes of the signal block,

represented by the synthesis filter, optionally followed by a non-linear distortion and,

subsequent to this, time-averaging.

o Estimation of the real cepstrum (as described in Deller J.R., Hansen J.H.L., Proakis

J.G.; "Discrete-Time Processing of Speech Signals"; IEEE Press; ISBN 0-7803-

5386-2, 2000. The entire disclosure of this printed publication is incorporated into this

specification by virtue of reference) followed by a retransformation of the cepstrum

domain into the frequency domain and taking the antilogarithm, optionally followed

by a non-linear distortion of the so obtained envelopes of the magnitude spectra and,

subsequent to this, time-averaging.

o Short-term DFT with maximum detection and interpolation: Here, the maxima are

detected in the magnitude spectrum of the short-term DFT and the envelope

between neighboring maxima are calculated by means of linear or non-linear

interpolation, optionally followed by a non-linear distortion of the so obtained

envelopes of the magnitude spectra and, subsequent to this, time-averaging.



For the optionally used time-averaging of the envelopes, an exponential smoothing of the

optionally non-linearly distorted magnitude spectra can be used, as represented in equations

(1) with time constant a for the exponential smoothing. Alternatively, the time-averaging

can be formed by a moving average filter. The non-linear distortion can, for example, be

carried out by means of a power function with arbitrary exponents which, in addition, can be

selected differently for the target and substitution channel, as depicted in equations (1) by

the exponents γ and δ . (Alternatively, a logarithmic function can also be used.)

The non-linear distortion offers the advantage of weighting time periods with high or low

signal energy differently along the time-varying progression of each frequency component.

The different weighting affects the results of time-averaging within the respective frequency

component. Accordingly, exponents γ und δ greater than 1 denote an expansion, i.e.

peaks along the signal progression dominate the result of the time-averaging, whereas

exponents less than 1 signify a compression, i.e. enhance periods with low signal energy.

The optimal selection of the exponent values depends on the sound material to be expected.

Sz (m)\ (1b)

where S2 , Ss : envelopes of the magnitude spectra of target and substitution channel,

S2 , Ss : time-averaged versions of S2 and Ss ,

a : time constant of the exponential smoothing, 0 < a < 1,

γ , δ : exponents of the non-linear distortion of S2 and Ss , with a preferable value range

of: 0.5 < , < 2 ,

m : block index.

As an example, equations (1) constitute a special case for the calculation of the spectral

envelopes of target and substitution channel with exponential smoothing and arbitrary

distortion exponents. In the following, the exponents are set to γ = δ = 1 to simplify

formulations (i.e. a non-linear distortion is not explicitly indicated). However, the invention

comprises the method with any time-averaging methods and any non-linear distortions of

the envelopes of the magnitude spectra and hence, any values for the exponents γ and δ .



Beyond, the use of the logarithm of the exponential function is enclosed, too. To simplify

notation, the block index m is omitted, though all magnitude values such as Ss S or H

are considered to be time-variant and therefore a function of block index m .

Calculation of the concealment filter

In standard adaptive systems, concealment filters are calculated by minimizing the mean

square error between the target signal and its estimation. The difference signal is given by

e(n\ xz (n\-x z (n) . In contrast, the present invention examines the error of the estimated

magnitude spectra:

E(k) = Sz (k) Sz (k) = Sz (k) -H(k) Ss (k) (2)

E(k\ corresponds to the difference between the envelope of the magnitude spectra of the

optionally non-linearly distorted optionally smoothed target signal and its estimation. The

optimization problem is observed separately for each frequency component A: . The simplest

realisation of the spectral filter H lk\ would be determined by the two envelopes, with

Alternatively, a constraint of H ( ) is suggested through the introduction of a regularization

parameter. The underlying intention is to prevent the filter amplification from rising

disproportionally if the signal power of Ss is too weak and hence, background noise

becomes audible or the system becomes perceptibly instable. If, for example, the spectral

peaks of one time-block of S and Ss are not located in exactly the same frequency

band, H ( ) will rise excessively in these bands in which Sz has a maximum and S has

a minimum. To avoid this problem, a constraint for H ( :) is established through the

frequency-dependent regularisation parameter β (k), yielding



Through positive real-valued β (k\ , the filter amplification will not increase immoderately,

even with a small value for Ss , and hence, will prevent undesired signal peaks. The

optimal values for β {k depend on the signal statistics to be expected, whereas a

computation based on an estimation of the background noise power per frequency band is

proposed inventively. The background noise power Pg (k can be estimated incorporating

the time-averaged minimum statistics. The regularisation parameter β (k) is proportional to

the rms value of the background noise power, according to: β (k) = c \ Pg {ky , and c

typically between 1 and 5.

An alternative implementation of H is proposed specifically for quasi-stationary input

signals. The envelopes of the magnitude spectra are first estimated without time-averaging

and optionally non-linear distortion. Both modifications are considered during the

determination of the filter coefficients, according to:

H(m, k) + (l- ) H (m-U) (5)

In equation (5), both the block index m and the frequency index k are indicated, since the

computation simultaneously depends on both indices in this case. The parameters a and γ

determine the behaviour of the time-averaging or the non-linear distortion.

Calculations in the event of dropouts in a target signal

The possibilities for detecting a dropout are numerous and known very well in the prior art.

For example, a status bit can be transmitted at a reserved position within the respective

audio stream (e.g. between audio data frames), and continuously registered at the receiver



side. It would also be conceivable to perform an energy analysis of the individual frames and

to identify a dropout if it falls below a certain threshold. A dropout could also be detected

through synchronization between transmitter and receiver.

If a dropout is detected in the target signal (e.g. as represented in Fig. 7 by a status bit

"dropout y/n"; the dotted line denotes the status bit that is actually transmitted contiguously

with the audio signal), the replacement signal must be generated using the lastly estimated

filter coefficients and the substitution channel(s), and is directly fed to the output of the

concealment unit. During a dropout, the estimation of the filter coefficients is deactivated.

Basically, the transition between target and replacement signal can be implemented by a

switch, assuming any switching artefacts remaining inaudible. According to the invention, a

cross-fade between the signals is proposed as being advantageous, but this requires a

buffering of the target signal, hence inducing additional latency. In particularly delay-critical

real-time systems that do not allow for any additional buffering, a cross-fade is not readily

possible. In this case, an extrapolation of the target signal is proposed, for example by

means of linear prediction. The cross-fade is carried out between the extrapolated target

signal and the replacement signal by using the method according to the invention.

The replacement signal is finally generated through filtering of the substitution signal with the

filter coefficients retransformed into the time domain. The inverse transformation of the filter

coefficients T~{ (H should be carried out with the same method as the first transformation.

Prior to the filtering, the filter impulse response is optionally time-limited by a windowing

function w(n) (e.g. rectangular, Ηanning).

hw(n) W(n)r {H(k)} or )=w(n)r {#(*)} . (6)

The impulse response h (n\ or h (n\ , respectively, must only be calculated once at the

beginning of the dropout, since the continuous estimation of the filter coefficients is

deactivated during the dropout. For the sample-wise determination of the replacement signal

xz , an appropriate vector of the substitution signal xs is necessary,

z («) = hi s («) o r z (») = h x s («) (7 )



In some applications, the filtering can be performed in the frequency domain. Thus, the

coefficients optionally windowed in the time domain are transformed back into the frequency

domain, so that the replacement signal of a block is computed by:

±z (n) =r i{lC(k)Xs (k)} . (8)

Successive blocks are combined using methods such as overlap and add or overlap and

save.

The replacement signal is continued beyond the end of the dropout to enable a cross-fade

into the re-existing target signal.

Estimation of the time delay between target and substitution signal

In a particularly preferred embodiment of the present concealment method, the time-

alignment of target and replacement signal can be improved, too. Therefore, a time delay is

estimated, parallel to the spectral filter coefficients that take two components into account.

On the one hand, the delay of the replacement signal resulting from the filtering process

must be compensated for, r , F"'er . On the other hand, a time delay r 2 between target

and substitution channel originates due to the spatial arrangement of the respective

microphones. This can be estimated, for example, by means of the generalized cross-

correlation (GCC) that requires the computation of complex short-term spectra. In a

preferred implementation, the short-term DFT employed for the estimation of the

concealment filter can be exploited, too, obviating additional computational complexity. (For

more information about the characteristics of the GCC, see especially Carter, G. C :

"Coherence and Time Delay Estimation"; Proc. IEEEΞ, Vol. 75, No. 2 , Feb. 1987; and

Omologo M., Svaizer P.: "Use of the Crosspower-Spectrum Phase in Acoustic Event

Location"; IEEE Trans on Speech and Audio Processing, Vol. 5, No. 3, May 1997. The

entire disclosures are incorporated into this specification by virtue of reference.) The GCC is

calculated using inverse Fourier transform of the estimated generalized cross-power

spectral density (GXPSD), which is defined by:

Φc zs (k) G(k)Xz (k)xl (k) (9)

(again, in equations 9-12, the block index m is omitted.)



In equation (9), X 2 (k and X s (k are the DFTs of a block of the target or substitution

channel, respectively; * denotes complex conjugation. G(k\ represents a pre-filter the aim

of which is explained in the following.

The time delay r 2 is determined by indexing the maximum of the cross-correlation. The

detection of the maximum can be improved by approximating its shape to a delta function.

The pre-filter G(k) directly affects the shape of the GCC and thus, enhances the estimation

of τ2 . A proper realization denotes the phase transform filter (PHAT):

. (10)

This results in the GXPSD with PHAT filter:

where Φzs : cross-power spectral density of target and substitution signal.

Another possibility is offered by the complex coherence function whose pre-filter can be

calculated from the power density spectra, yielding:

Φ zz : auto-power spectral density of the target signal,

Φ ss - auto-power spectral density of the substitution signal.

The transformation of the signals into the frequency domain is usually implemented by

means of short-term DFT. The block length must, on the one hand, be selected large

enough in order to facilitate peaks in the GCC that are detectable for the expected time

delays but, on the other hand, excessive block lengths lead to increased need for storage

capacity. To adequately track variations of the time delay τ2 , time-averaging of the GXPSD

or of the complex coherence function is proposed (e.g. by exponential smoothing).

(13)



In equations (13) and (14), m refers to the block index. The smoothing constants are

designated with µ and v . These must be adapted to the jump distance of the short-term

DFT and the stationarity of r 2 in order to obtain the best possible estimation of the

coherence function or the generalized cross-power spectral density, respectively.

After the retransformation into the time domain and the detection of the maximum of the

GCC, the entire time delay element between target and replacement signal can be

formulated by

A T = 2 - T1 . (15)

The individual processing steps are summarized in a block diagram in Fig. 7 for one target

and one substitution signal. The transition between target and replacement signal or vice-

versa is depicted as a simple switch in the graphic; as has already been mentioned, a cross-

fade of the signals is recommendable.

The inventive notion of a multi-channel setup with more than two channels is depicted Fig. 8.

Depending on which channel is affected by dropouts and hence becomes the target

channel, the substitution signal is generated with the remaining intact channels. The discrete

blocks of Fig. 8 correspond to the following processing steps:

2 1 Selection of the substitution channel(s)

22 Calculation of the filter coefficients

23 Application of a time delay

24 Generation of a replacement signal

In the uppermost row of Fig. 8, a replacement signal is generated for channel 1, which is

afflicted by dropouts. To achieve this, either one, several, or all of the channels 2 to 7 can be

used. The second row corresponds to the reconstruction of channel 2 , etc.



Fig. 9 shows a schematic of the basic algorithm in combination with the expansion stage

(i.e. time delay estimation) to illustrate the mutual dependencies of the individual processing

steps. To simplify the block diagram, parallel signals (DFT blocks) or (spectral) mappings

derived thereof are merged into one (solid) line, the number of which is indicated by K or

K-I , respectively. The dotted connections denote the transfer or input of parameters. The

first selection of the substitution channels is done in the block labeled "selector" according to

the GXPSD. On the one hand, this affects the computation of the envelopes of the

magnitude spectra of the substitution signal and, on the other hand, it is needed for the

weighted superposition of the same. The second selection criterion is offered by the time

delay r2 . The status bits of the channels are not depicted explicitly, but their verification is

considered in relevant signal-processing blocks. Additionally, the particular determination of

the target signal can be omitted from this illustration.

Hardware implementation

This method for dropout concealment works as an independent module and is intended for

installation into a digital signal processing chain, wherein the software-specified algorithm is

implemented on a commercially available digital signal processor (DSP), preferably a

special DSP for audio applications. Accordingly, for each channel of a multi-channel

arrangement, an appropriate device, such as exemplarily depicted in Fig. 10, is necessary

that preferably may be integrated directly into the apparatus for receiving and decoding the

transmitted digital audio data.

The apparatus for dropout concealment is equipped with a primary audio input that adopts

the digital signal frames from the receiver unit and temporarily stores them in a storage unit

25. The apparatus is equipped with at least one secondary audio input, optionally several

secondary audio inputs, at which the digital data of the substitution channel(s) are available

and likewise stored temporarily in one, optionally several, storage unit(s) 25.

In addition, the device features an interface for the transmission of control data such as the

status bit of the signal frames (dropout y/n) or an information bit for the selection of the

substitution channel(s), the latter requiring (a) a bidirectional data line and (b) a temporary

storage unit 25.



In order to forward the original or concealed data frames of the primary channel, the

apparatus is equipped with an audio output. A separate storage unit for the data blocks to be

output is not necessary, since they can be stored as needed in the storage unit of the input

signal.



Claims:

1. Method for receiving digital audio data with a diversity-receiving unit, which has at

least two antennas and at least one receiving channel, which can be switched from

one antenna to another antenna, characterized by the fact that in the receiving

channel, dropout concealment is carried out when disturbances occur in the received

audio signal, in which the dropout concealment uses intact audio signal parts before

the disturbance and/or after the disturbance to synthesize a concealment signal, and

that the receiving channel is switched to another antenna as a function of whether the

dropout concealment is activated.

2. Method according to Claim 1, characterized by the fact that switching of the receiving

channel to another antenna occurs at a time interval in which the dropout concealment

is activated and the concealment signal is present on the receiving channel.

3 . Method according to Claim 1 or 2, characterized by the fact that the digital data

stream at times contains guard intervals between audio data with which no audio data

are transmitted, and that switching of the receiving channel to another antenna occurs

in the guard interval following the concealment.

4. Method according to Claim 1, characterized by the fact that switching to another

antenna occurs during transmission of the audio signal part.

5 . Method according to one of the Claims 1 to 4, characterized by the fact that the digital

data stream at times contains guard intervals between audio data with which no audio

data are transmitted, that switching to another antenna occurs during transmission of

the audio signal part, and that under the condition that receiving is poorer on the other

antenna than on the original antenna, switching back to the original antenna occurs in

the subsequent guard interval. Switching can then also occur in the guard interval

and switching back immediately thereafter during the audio signal part.

6 . Diversity-receiving device with at least two antennas to receive a radio signal and at

least one receiving channel, in which a switching unit is provided, through which the



receiving channel can be switched from one antenna to another antenna,

characterized by the fact that in the receiving channel, a concealment unit is provided

to synthesize a concealment signal when disorders occur in the received signal, and

that linking of the concealment unit with the switching unit is provided, so that in the

case of concealment, a switch to another antenna is made.

7. Diversity-receiving device according to Claim 6, characterized by the fact that

switching to another antenna occurs in the time interval in which concealment is

active.

8. Diversity-receiving device according to Claim 6 or 7, characterized by the fact that the

digital data stream at times contains guard intervals between audio data with which no

audio data are transmitted, and that the switching of the receiving channel to another

antenna occurs in the guard interval following concealment.

9 . Diversity-receiving device according to one of the Claims 6 to 8, characterized by the

fact that at least two receiving channels are provided, which can be switched to each

antenna independently of each other.
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